PRESENTATION OF EXPERIENCES / GOOD PRACTICES

INSPIRING AND INNOVATIVE INITIATIVES

Subject
"Youth participation to build sustainable food systems in the Mediterranean"

1st Theme: Education and training
2nd Theme: Entrepreneurship and innovation
3rd Theme: Representation and participation

For further information, see the call for contributions: [here](#)

Innovation, experiences, promising projects or best practice presentation (a word page (Arial 11), respecting the following pattern:

1) **Identification of the practice**: Title, date, context, website, contacts...

2) **Purpose or utility** of the practice: the stakes, the motivation(s)... if possible, illustrate statements through cases, testimonials...

3) **Description of the practice**: stakeholders, target audience, goals...

4) **Implementation of the practice**: the different stages of the practice, the tools and resources needed/mobilized, the collaborations developed...

5) **Monitoring and evaluation**: results achieved, potential obstacles and conditions for success, future prospects...

6) **Recommendation** or advice
All contributions should be accompanied by a signature - your name, job title and/or institution (included in the article), a high quality - high definition photo, a brief but evocative title; and eventually a brief bibliography / webography (not more than 4-5 references).

Delivery - The papers must be sent via mail at watch.letter@ciheam.org

For further information, see the call for contributions: here